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Abstract. Cloud computing is a new paradigm which offers the unlimited number of resources to users for
executing the applications (tasks) simultaneously. Fluctuating demand of users and diverse nature of applications, invites the load balancing (over-load and under-load) problems of virtual machines in cloud data center
that directly degrade the performance of the system. Load balancing becomes a challenging problem, because
service provider wants to achieve the maximum profit using high resource utilization while users want to execute their application in minimum time. To achieve the minimum makespan time and enhance the utilization of
cloud resources, we have designed and developed the cloud resource broker based architecture that monitors
the workload at the each virtual machine continuously and take the decision of load balancing based upon defined threshold condition. Simulation results (Figs. 3-7) proved that developed heuristic based load balancing
algorithm reduce the makespan time and enhance the utilization ratio of cloud resource by more than 10%
compared to Min -Min algorithm, 30% compare to First come first serve (FCFS) and shortest job first (SJF) in
all conditions.
Keywords: Load balancing, Task scheduling, makespan time, Resource Utilization, Virtual machine

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is collection of infinite resources provided by the service provider to users on the basis
of pay per use over the internet. Cloud user can send request for service from anywhere and anytime but due to
huge computational demand, there is a possibility of overloaded or under loaded the virtual machines (VMs) in
cloud data centers. Virtual machines are processing unit in cloud data center that execute the upcoming applications simultaneously. Cloud resource broker (CRB) should do the scheduling process efficiently to reduce the
problem of overload and underloaded in virtual machines. It is the responsibility of CRB that applications are
not loaded heavily at one virtual machine (VM) and some others VMs do not remains idle and/or under loaded
but fluctuating demand of users and heterogeneous nature of applications create the problem of load balancing
(overloaded and underloaded) in cloud data centers that directly affect the performance of the system. Therefore we need an efficient load balancing algorithm to achieve the optimal resource utilization. To overcome the
above shortcoming, many algorithms has been proposed by researcher[2, 3, 9, 10, 29] , but all algorithm have their
limitation. Objective of load balancing is to assign the applications at virtual machines in cloud data centers
in a manner so that all the application is executed in minimum time[29] . Load balancing is research area in the
field of cloud environment whose aim is to allocate the load between the virtual machines (nodes) fairly and
efficiently so that user can get back response in shortest period of time[2] . If nodes are not utilized properly,
then it is difficult to bear the expense of resources for service provider as well as service user. There are three
basic component of cloud computing as shown in Fig. 1.
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User level phase

Cloud user submit the applications/ job J1 , J2 , Jn , through web interface for services from anywhere and
anytime. Services in terms of different quality of services (QoS) parameters like execution time, priority of
application, deadline of applications, makespan time, execution cost, availability etc, hardware (CPU, RAM,
bandwidth etc.) and software (Mpich-1.2.7, FFTW-3.X etc.). Users request is received by gatekeeper that makes
sure, request is coming from legitimate user or not based upon turing test. Cloud services can be access by end
users through RESTFUL web API /SOAP.
1.2

Cloud resource (CRB) phase

Gatekeeper forwards the upcoming authentic request to controller node for further processing. Controller
node sent all the job/applications to job queue and forwards it to matchmaker or scheduler that contains the
information about all the virtual machine (VM) (either VM is in idle or busy state). Cloud task scheduler get
the request from the user side and check the required quality of service (QoS) parameters like priority or deadline etc. on the basis of QoS parameters task scheduler take the decision about the scheduling. If request has
priority (high/low) then it is send in priority queue for execution before the non priority based request. We are
not considering priority of task and preemption in this paper. Matchmaker is responsible for entire mapping
of request with resource and continuously monitors the resource (vm). There are number of conventional task
scheduling algorithms in cloud environment like exponential smoothing forecasting[28] , Improving Backfill algorithm (IBA)[35] , IBA & EASY[8] , greedy resource allocation[19, 30] , round robin[31] , Min-Min and Improve
Min-Min[13, 20] etc. All the existing task scheduling algorithms have their pros and cons, therefore which algorithm would be used. It depends upon user services request i.e. performance is measure in terms of different
parameters like execution cost, time, throughput, availability, reliability, task acceptance ratio etc.
1.3

Cloud level phase

Third phase is called infrastructure level phase in cloud computing that contains computational resources
and storage resources. Cloud environment contains the datacenters and each datacenter contain number of
host and each host contain the heterogeneous virtual machine (different processing power, memory capacity
and storage capacity). Cloud monitoring and discovering service (CMDS) is used to monitor the status of the
virtual machines in cloud data centers. Running cloud resources can be monitor in two ways: Event based:
Cloud task scheduler continuously monitor the status (load) of virtual machine when task is allocated to virtual
machine or remove from virtual machine and migrate from one virtual machine to other virtual machine. Time
based: monitor the status of virtual machine continuously after a fix time interval. We are using event based
approach in this paper.
Contribution of the paper:
•

•
•

We have designed and developed a cloud architecture in which CRB schedule the applications at virtual
machine using the scheduling algorithm and continuously monitor the status of the VMs to find out the list
of overloaded and under loaded VM based upon defined threshold condition. If any VM is in overloaded
condition then migrate the tasks from overloaded to under loaded VM.
If under loaded VM does not exist then transfer the task to balanced VM.
Finally developed algorithm is tested at cloudsim simulator and it is observed that it decrease makespan
time of applications and increase the resources utilization efficiently in comparison of other algorithm like
min-min, SJF, FCFS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the load balancing algorithm and that
related to our research work, Section 3 describes the existing issues in load balancing algorithm, Section 4
describes the problem formulation, proposed work with developed load balancing algorithm pseudo code is
discussed in section 5, Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm is discussed in section 6 and conclusion of the paper with future work is given in section 7.
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Finally developed algorithm is tested at cloudsim simulator and it is observed that it decrease
makespan time of applications and increase the resources utilization efficiently in comparison of
M.FCFS.
Kumar: Load balancing algorithm to minimize
other algorithm like min-min, SJF,

the makespan time

Fig. 1 Basic cloud architecture for load balancing

Fig. 1: Basic cloud architecture for load balancing

2

Related work

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the load balancing algorithm and that
related to our research work, Section 3 describes the existing issues in load balancing algorithm, Section 4
describes the problem formulation, proposed work with developed load balancing algorithm pseudo code
is discussed in section 5, Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm is discussed in section 6 and
conclusion of the paper with future work is given in section 7.

There are many load balancing algorithm has been proposed and developed in last three decade, some of
those were either static[3, 18, 19, 31, 35, 36] or dynamic algorithm[9, 16, 33] . Static algorithms are those algorithms
that need advanced information about job or task and cloud resources. Static algorithm optimizes the QoS
parameters only if variation in the workload is less. Huankai Chen et al.[3] proposed an improved min-min
algorithm that reduce makespan time of tasks and increase the resource utilization ratio. Rescheduling the tasks
after the allocation is main shortcoming of this algorithm. Improved backfill algorithm (IBA) using balanced
spiral (BS) proposed by Suresh and vijayakarthick to improve execution time as well as makespan time of
upcoming requests. Greedy approach is used by J. Li et al.[19] and B.Sahoo et al. [30] to optimize the QoS
parameters like time and resource utilization. Both the approach does not work well in real environment. To
improve the response time of user applications, round robin algorithm is used in cloud environment[31] . To
optimize the execution cost and turnaround time in cloud computing, a heuristic based algorithm has been
proposed by A.Lakra and D.Yadav [18] , A.thomas et al.[36] proposed the algorithm to minimize the makespan
time but proposed algorithm does not work for large number of task.
Static algorithm does not give good performances in cloud environment where users demands are fluctuating continuously. Therefore we need the dynamic load balancing algorithm that optimizes the QoS parameters
without knowing the advanced information about the resource and monitors the virtual machines in cloud data centers continuously. Dynamic load balancing algorithm is proposed by X.Ren et al.[28] to optimize the
parameters using the workload prediction approach at cloud servers. M.kumar and S.C.Sharma[16] developed an algorithm that not only balance the workload among the virtual machine but also provide the elasticity
based upon the defined threshold value. M.Kumar and S.C.Sharma proposed a new algorithm that calculates
the makespan time of tasks considering the priority to tasks[17] . Further an algorithm is proposed by M.Kumar
et.al that optimizes the execution cost of upcoming job considering priority of tasks[14] . Max min algorithm
reduces the makespan time but do not utilize the resource properly[22] . Soft computing approaches like honey bee behavior[6] , particle swarm optimization[11, 25–27, 33] , ant colony optimization[24] , differential evaluation
algorithm[37] , genetic algorithm[5, 23] , etc. are used to solve the problem of load balancing in cloud computing.
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Y.Ding et al.[7] proposed an energy efficient scheduling algorithm including deadline constraint that reduce the
energy up to 20% and increase the processing capability up to 8%.
W. Dai and M. Bassiouni[4] developed a scheduling algorithm that decreases makespan time for hadoop
running in cloud. B.Mondal et al.[21] proposes a technique to decrease the response time of applications based
on soft computing approach. A. Singh et al.[32] proposed an agent based load balancing technique to reduce
the response time without using any migration technique. R. Sudarsan and C. Ribbens[34] deploy a 50 node
cluster and run the proposed algorithm for reducing waiting time and execution time. D. Abdedkader and
F.Omara[1] proposed an algorithm for load balancing that optimize the QoS parameters makespan time and
resources utilization ratio. Proposed algorithm reduces the makespan time but communication cost is high. To
reduce the time and communication cost of users applications N.Tziritas et al.[38] developed an algorithm using
the task migration approach but developed algorithm does not utilize the cloud resources properly. To meet
the above-mentioned challenge, we proposed a heuristic based algorithm that balance the workload among the
cloud resources efficiently and optimize the parameters like makespan time, resource utilization ratio where
previous algorithms failed.

3

Issues in load balancing algorithms

There are some challenges in cloud environment like load balancing, data loss problem and cloud
security[15] i.e., here we will discuss the issues which are related to load balancing e.g. how to map upcoming requests (task) to virtual memory so that each task can finish their execution in minimum time. Each load
balancing algorithm have different goal depending upon the objective function as shown in Table 1, some algorithm has aim to achieve maximum throughput, average resource utilization ratio and some want to achieve
minimum response time, minimum makespan time, execution time etc, a single algorithm cannot fulfill all the
objective at a time neither conventional algorithm nor meta heuristic algorithm. Performance of load balancing
algorithm also depends upon the distribution of node in large geographically area, security and communication
cost. If nodes are distributed in well define area, it is helpful to determine easily fault tolerance and efficiency.
If nodes are distributed in large geographically area then there is possibility of delay.
Existing load balancing algorithms may be static or dynamic. Static algorithm do not depend upon the
current state of the system (node), it depends upon the prior knowledge (state) of the node capacity, memory,
user requirement. Major drawback of this type of algorithm is quick failure of system resource and task while
dynamic algorithm depends upon the current state of the system. They performed better than static algorithm but
dynamic algorithm is complex in nature. We have proposed and developed an algorithm that reduces makespan
time and maximize the utilization ratio of resources.
There are some other issues also in load balancing algorithm; it is not easy to know the current status of
each node and state of each task. CPU queue length is a good indicator of load, when we measure the CPU
queue length, it carries some overhead. It is difficult to determine when and whose task will migrate. It depends
upon the task migration policy.
Information policy: Determine which information about the workload to be collected, when to start the
collection this information and form where to collect.
Triggering policy: Specify the time period when load balancing operation start.
Selection policy: Find the task from overloaded virtual machine that should be migrated to under loaded
virtual machine.
Location policy: Find suitable node where we can transfer the task
Transfer policy: Determines that whether a node is in suitable state or not to participate in a task transfer.
Information policy: This policy finds the status of other node after a particular time interval. If load at a
VM is more than the capacity then use the elasticity (horizontal or vertical scalability).

4

Problem formulation

Let consider the cloud data center that consists of n number tasks (T1 , T2 , T3 Tn ,) and m number of heterogeneous virtual machines (V M1 , V M2 , V M3 ...V Mm ). CRB received the request of non-preemptive indepenWJMS email for subscription: info@wjms.org.uk
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Table 1: Comparison of algorithm on the basis of parameter
Algorithm/
Parameter
HTV
algorithm[2]
User priority
min-min[3]
HoneyBee[6]
TBSLBPSO[27]
ACO[24]
Evolution
Algorithm[37]
IBA
and
EASY[8]
Max-min[22]
Genetic
Algorithm[5]
Gready
algorithm[19]
Round
robin[31]
Stichastic hill
climbing[21]
Agent
base
algorithm[32]
Proposed algorithm

no

DynaResource
Response Throu- ScalaMigration
makespan
overhead
mic
utilization
time
ghput
bility
time
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
no

no
no
yes
no

yes
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no
no

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
yes

no
yes

yes
no

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

Static

dent tasks and allocate all the tasks to dynamic resource pool of virtual machines online as per requirement of
users. Application request that are coming from user end can be allocated to any data center in cloud computing. Every task has length TLi in million instructions (MI) and requires the virtual machine to process the task
with processing speed Ps , number of cpu Qc , RAM r and bandwidth B in MBPS. Capacity of virtual machine
and cloud data center is calculated by equation 1&2 using the formula given in [6].
4.1 Capacity of Virtual Machine

VM capacity is calculated CV M = Ps ∗ Qc ,

(1)

Ps =processing speed of processor in MIPS
Qc = number of processor (CPU)

Capacity of data center is CDC =

m
X

CV M

(2)

j=1

4.2 Load Information at VM in datacenter:
Task scheduler assigned the task to VMs after getting the match list (task with resource) from matchmaker;
Workload at each VMs is calculated using the equation 3

LV Mi,t = k ∗ T Li /X(V Mi,t )
where k = 1, 2, 3n
X(V M(i,t) ) represent the service rate of VM at a time t.
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X(V Mi,t )ataparticulartimetis = Ps ∗ Qc,t

Load at the data center L =

m
X

LV Mi,t

(4)

(5)

j=1

Load at a VM in data center is represented as number of task at particular VM is divided service rate of
that VM at a time t.
4.3 Excepted processing Time (EPT): After the task allocation we can calculate the expected processing
time of task T i on resource (virtual machine) Rj is

EP TT i∈V M j = load on VM /capacity of VM

(6)

Excepted processing time of all working VMs in a datacenter can be calculated as total load on all VMs
(datacenter) is divided by total capacity of all VMs.

EP T = L/CDC

(7)

We find number of overloaded (OVM), under loaded (UVM) and balanced virtual machine (BVM) after
the task allocation. If a VM is in overloaded state then migrate some tasks from that VM to under loaded VM
so that all the tasks can complete their execution in minimum makespan time.

ETj =

n
X

T Li ∗ yij /PS ∗ Qc

(8)

i=1

yij is a binary variable which value is 1 if and only if Ti ∈ V Mj otherwise value is 0
When we transfer the task from one VM to other VM then there is possibility of communication cost, we
have to find out the minimum makespan time of task, and therefore we have to reduce communication cost
also. Communication cost is the function of data transfer between the virtual memory and bandwidth of virtual
machine. Task transfer time can be defined as total amount of data exchange between the nodes is divided by
bandwidth capacity between the nodes; relation is shown in the equation9.

T Tt =

n 0≤j<m
X
X

P (i, j, z) ∗V DLj,z /Bj,z

(9)

i=0 0<z<m

Where P (i, j, z) = 1 if task i is allocate from virtual machine j to other virtu machine z, Otherwise
P (i, j, z) = 0.
V DLj,z = volume of data exchange between the virtual machine j to z. Bj,z = bandwidth between the
virtual machine V Mj and V Mz .
Task completion time is the summation of task execution time and task transfer time, we can write the
equation for task completion time at any vm
CTj = ETj + T Tt

(10)

Finally Makespan time MST = max(CTj )

(11)
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Subject to:
CTi,1 > ai + ETi,1 ∀i ∈ n

(12)

CTi,1 is the completion time of task Ti at virtual machine V Mj .
ai is the arrival time of upcoming task at virtual machines in cloud data center. ETi,1 is the execution time
of task Ti at virtual machine V Mj . Eq. 12 represent that a task can’t be started before its time.
CTi,j ≥ CTi−1,j + ETi,j

(13)

Eq. 13 represents that new task start the execution at VM only if previous task already completed its
execution at that VM

5

Proposed load balancing algorithm

Proposed load balancing algorithm is a heuristic algorithm in cloud environment whose objective is to
allocate the tasks at the virtual machines in efficient way and optimize the makespan time as well as resource
utilization parameters as shown in Fig. 2. Sort the upcoming tasks as well as VMs in decreasing order of VMs
execution speed and length of tasks. Further we use the scheduling algorithm to assign the tasks to VMs in
FCFS order as shown in step 4 in Fig. 2. Once request (task) is allocated to VMs in cloud data centers then
starts the load balancing operation. Load is calculated at each VM as well as datacenters using the Eq. 3 and 5
at a particular time t. Further calculate the capacity of running VMs and datacenter using the Eq. 1 and 2. After
calculating the load and capacity of VM, we check the condition that available load on running virtual machines are less than to capacity of datacenter. If yes then start to monitor each virtual machine otherwise cloud
resource broker have to boot new virtual machine (horizontal scalability). We find out number of overloaded
and underloaded on the basis of excepted processing time (EPT), capacity of virtual machine CV M and load
at the virtual machine LV Mi,t . We defined threshold limit of virtual machine based upon the literature as well
as experiments, if utilization of resource is less than 25% of its capacity then it is underloaded condition and
a VM is in overloaded condition if its utilization is more than 80%. Defined two variable UM and OM where
UM represent the 25% of capacity of VM and OM represents the 80% capacity of VM.
After finding the list of overloaded, under loaded and balanced virtual machine, find that number of tasks
to be migrated from overloaded to under loaded virtual machine. We have calculated total task available at
individual virtual machine and calculate the list of overloaded and underloaded VM. Further Find the Id of
task that is transfer from overloaded to underloaded VM then transfer the task from overloaded to under loaded
VM. If overloaded VM is not available then transfer the tasks to balance VM. Calculate the transfer time of
migrated task from overloaded virtual machine to other machine using the Eq. 9 and add this transfer time with
makespan time. Finally we have calculated the results of proposed algorithm using the cloudsim simulation.

6

Simulation tool and results

We implemented the proposed algorithm under cloudsim environment[12] . Simulation results are the best
way to measure the performance of the developed load balancing algorithm. The evaluation of developed algorithm was performed over different synthetic datasets with various sizes (n tasks with range from between
20000MI to 400000 MI and m virtual machines with different processing capacity in terms of CPU, RAM
etc.). Cloudsim simulator is basically used to test the performance of the proposed load balancing algorithm.
It contains number of host within the datacenter, and each host contains the number of virtual machine. Each
virtual machine (VM) has various parameters as shown in Table 2. Further we have generated number of tasks
with different parameters as shown in Table 3. We optimize two parameters using developed algorithm in cloud
environment: makespan time and average resource utilization ratio.
WJMS email for contribution: submit@wjms.org.uk
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Symbol Notation
UM=under loaded machine, OM=overloaded machine.
Task scheduling Operation:
1. Create n number of task and m number of vm
2. Sort the task and VM in decreasing order.
3. While ≠ Φ and ≠ Φ
4. → in FCFS order and store the information of allocated Tasks
5. End of vm loop,
6. End of task for loop.
Load Balancing Operation:
7. ∀ ∈ 0 to m-1 and ∀ ∈ 0 to n-1
8. Find the
and
, L of data center by the equation 1 to 5
, of ∀ and
9. If (L> ), load balancing operation is not possible, otherwise start to monitor each vm.
10. Find the UM, OM with the help of EPT, UM=.25* , OM=.8*
11. Sort UM in ascending order and OM in descending order
12. While OM!=∅ || UM!=∅
For k=0 to OM
Assigned OM tasks to UM
→
and check
≤
,
also calculate the
and add in task completion time
13. Status of each VM is monitor continuously after the task transfer , if any
VM is still overloaded state, then repeat load balancing operation again.
14. calculate the total execution time and makespan time
End ,
15. End
Fig. 2 Heuristic based developed load balancing algorithm

Fig. 2: Heuristic based developed load balancing algorithm

6. Simulation Tool and Results
We implemented
the proposed algorithm under cloudsim environment
6.1 Makespan time
calculations

[40]. Simulation results are the
best way to measure the performance of the developed load balancing algorithm. The evaluation of
algorithm was performed over different synthetic datasets with various sizes (n tasks with
isdeveloped
run more
than 100 times to calculate the makespan time by developed load balancing
range from between 20000MI
to 400000 MI and m virtual machines with different processing capacity in
[12]

Simulation
algorithm using the space shared policy
in cloudsim. Let’s consider the example; we have considered 5 heterogeneous VM at the starting as shown in Table 2. Length of tasks is varying from 20000MI to 400000 MI as
shown in Table 3. Task is assigned to all the VMs as per scheduling algorithm used by scheduler given in Fig.
2, after that monitor all the virtual machine continuously to find out the list of overloaded or underloaded VMs.
Virtual machine 5 (VM Id 4) is in overloaded state and no VM is in under loaded state therefore migrate the
tasks from overloaded to balanced VMs. Further number of tasks is increased from 10 to 15 shown in Table 4,
all the tasks are allocated to 5 virtual machines shown in Table 2. Apply load balancing operation and find out
the results as shown in column II in Fig. 3. Computational results of Table 2 and Table 3 (shown in column 1 of
Fig. 3) proved that developed load balancing algorithm perform better than other existing heuristic technique
like SJF, Min-Min and FCFS algorithms. When we increase the number of tasks, makespan time as well as
execution time of tasks is increase as shown in Fig. 3.
Sometimes makespan time of developed algorithm is nearby min-min algorithm but resource utilization
of min-min algorithm is lower than the developed algorithm because min-min algorithm allocate the tasks to
virtual machine that execute the tasks in minimum time but there is more possibility of overload or underloaded
the virtual machines.
Table 2: VM properties
VM Id
0
1
2
3
4

VM MIPS
1000
800
600
400
200

VM Image size
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Memory
512
512
256
512
256

No of cpu
1
1
1
1
1

VMM name
Xen
Xen
Xen
Xen
xen

To test the performance of the developed algorithm at different number of tasks, we increase tasks from
10 to 50 and apply the algorithm; calculated results shown in Fig. 3 proved that developed algorithm execute
all the tasks in minimum makespan time rather than min-min, SJF and FCFS algorithms.
WJMS email for subscription: info@wjms.org.uk
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Computational results of Table II and Table III (shown in column 1 of Fig. 3) proved that developed
load balancing algorithm perform better than other existing heuristic technique like SJF, Min-Min and
FCFS algorithms. When we increase the number of tasks, makespan time as well as execution time of
M. Kumar: Load balancing algorithm to minimize the makespan time
tasks is increase as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Makespan
timetime
comparison
between
developed
with
FCFS,
Fig. 3 makespan
comparison between
developed
algorithm algorithm
with FCFS, SJF,
Min-Min
at 5 SJF,
VM Min-Min at 5 VM
Sometimes makespan time of developed algorithm is nearby min-min algorithm but resource utilization
3: Task algorithm
properties
of min-min algorithm is lower thanTable
the developed
because min-min algorithm allocate the
tasks to virtual
machine
that
execute
the
tasks
in
minimum
time
but there
Cloudlet Id Task Length File size Output
size is more
No.ofpossibility
CPU of overload
or underloaded the virtual machines.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

116229
52119
33736
67489
290542
60247
266851
73890
197915
54198

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4: Task Properties
Cloudlet Id
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Length
102285
30083
181682
135290
163431
84330
95592
34188
58786
48791
184929
66750
110411
80491
116211

File size
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Output size
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

No.of CPU
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Further we increase number of VM from 5 to 6 with processing speed 1000 to 250 MIPS as shown in
Table 5 and generate 10 number of task with random length between 20 K to 400 K as shown in Table 4, apply
the developed load balancing algorithm to find out number of overloaded and underloaded VMs but there is no
overloaded and under loaded VM available so there is no need to transfer the task, calculate the makespan time
and results is compared with other existing algorithms as shown in first column of Fig. 4. Further, increase the
WJMS email for contribution: submit@wjms.org.uk
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Table 5: VM Properties
VM Id
0
1
2
3
4
5

VM MIPS
1000
850
700
550
400
250

VM image size
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Memory
512
512
512
256
256
512

No. of cpu
1
1
1
1
1
1

VMM name
Xen
Xen
Xen
Xen
Xen
Xen

tasks up to 50 to test the performance of the algorithm, tasks length is 20K to 200K when number of task is 20
and 20K to 80K when number of task is 50. We apply developed load balancing algorithm and calculate results
number of task is 20 and 20K to 80K when number of task is 50. We apply developed load balancing
shows that proposed algorithm perform better than existing load balancing algorithm (shown in Fig. 4).
algorithm and calculate results shows that proposed algorithm perform better than existing load balancing
algorithm (shown in Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 makespan time comparison between developed algorithm with FCFS,SJF, Min-Min at 6 VM
Fig. 4: Makespan
time comparison between developed algorithm with FCFS,SJF, Min-Min at 6 VM

6.2 Average Resource Utilization ratio (ARUR)

6.2

Objective of developed algorithm is to utilize the cloud resource maximal. Resource utilization ratio of
(14)

Averageresources
resource
utilization
(ARUR)
is calculated
usingratio
the equation
14, ARUR= (meantime/makespan)*100

Table VI Tasks properties

ObjectiveWhere
of developed
is to
the cloud
resource
maximal. Resource utilization ratio of
mean time =algorithm
∑ processing
timeutilize
resource
to execute
assigned
Cloudlet Id
Length No of CPU
resources is calculated
using
the
Eq.
14.
tasks, value of j is1 to m and range of ARUR is 0 to 1. 1 represents the
0
79426
1
maximum (100%) utilization of resource and 0 represent that a resource is
ARUR= (meantime/makespan) ∗ 100
(14)
in ideal state. We focused at two parameters, makespan time and resource
1
26672
1
P
utilization
Where mean
timein=this paper.
processing time resource V Mj to execute assigned
tasks,
value1of j is1 to m and
2
250802
Makespan time of proposed algorithm is already calculated. Further we will
range of ARUR is 0 to 1. 1 represents the maximum (100%) utilization of resource and 0 represent that a
calculate the utilization ratio of cloud resources by developed load
3
396312
1
resource is in balancing
ideal state.
We focused
at two parameters,
makespan
time and resource
utilization
in this paper.
algorithm
using the equation14
and calculated
results is compared
4
271128
1 utilization ratio
Makespan
time
proposed
is already
calculated.
calculate
the
with
otherofheuristic
basedalgorithm
algorithm like
min-min, SJF
and FCFS.Further
We havewe will
considered
the Table II load
and Table
III to find
out the resource
utilization
of cloud resources
by developed
balancing
algorithm
using the
Eq. 14 and5 calculated
results
is compared
75632
1
ratio
using
the
developed
algorithm.
Gantt
chart
shown
in
Fig.
5
proved
with other heuristic based algorithm like min-min, SJF and FCFS. We have considered
the Table
2 and Table 3
6
209100
1
developed algorithm assigned the tasks in efficient way due to which
to find out thethat
resource
utilization ratio using the developed algorithm. Gantt chart shown in Fig. 5 proved that
7
253927
1
none of the VMs in overloaded or under loaded condition i.e. no resources
developed algorithm
tasksininFig.
efficient
way due
to which
none of the VMs in overloaded or under
are in idleassigned
condition the
as shown
5. Calculated
ARUR
of developed
8
39668
1
loaded condition
i.e. no
indata
idlesetcondition
as shown
in Fig.
algorithm
is 73resources
%. We usedare
same
(given in Table
II and Table
III) 5. Calculated ARUR of developed
9
20810 the resource
1
to calculate
resource
of cloud
resources
usingTable
Min-Min
algorithm is 73
%. We the
used
sameutilization
data setratio
(given
in Table
2 and
3) to calculate
utilization
and
get
ARUR
50.8
%
because
resource
R3
and
R4
in
idle
condition
(under
ratio of cloud resources using Min-Min and get ARUR 50.8 % because resource R3 and R4 in idle condition
condition), no task is assigned to R3and R4 virtual machine while 5 task are assigned to resource
(under loadedloaded
condition),
no task is assigned to R3and R4 virtual machine while 5 task are assigned to resource
R1 out of 10 tasks as shown in Fig. 6. When we used the dataset of Table II and Table III to calculate the

R1 out of 10 tasks as shown in Fig. 6. When we used the dataset of Table 2 and Table 3 to calculate the
resource utilization ratio using the FCFS and SJF algorithm and get the utilization ratio 36.3 using FCFS and
37.4 using SJF algorithm. Calculated results shown in Fig. 7 proved that ARUR of developed heuristic based
load balancing algorithm is approximately 30 % more than FCFS, SJF and 10% more than min-min algorithms.
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resource utilization ratio using the FCFS and SJF algorithm and get the utilization ratio 36.3 using FCFS
and 37.4utilization
using SJF
algorithm.
shown and
in Fig.
7 proved
thatratio
ARUR
developed
resource
ratio
using theCalculated
FCFS and results
SJF algorithm
get the
utilization
36.3ofusing
FCFS
heuristic
is approximately
more
FCFS,
and 10%
more than
and
37.4 based
using load
SJF balancing
algorithm.algorithm
Calculated
results shown30in%Fig.
7 than
proved
thatSJF
ARUR
of developed
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min-minbased
algorithms.
heuristic
load balancing algorithm is approximately 30 % more than FCFS, SJF and 10% more than
min-min algorithms.

5 Gantt
chart task
based task
allocation to
to 55VMs
using
the developed
algorithm algorithm
Fig. 5: GanttFig.
chart
based
allocation
VMs
using
the developed
Fig. 5 Gantt chart based task allocation to 5 VMs using the developed algorithm

Fig. 6 Gantt chart based task assignment to 5 VMs using Min-Min algorithm
Fig.chart
6 Gantt
chart based
assignment toto
5 VMs
using using
Min-MinMin-Min
algorithm algorithm
Fig. 6: Gantt
based
tasktask
assignment
5 VMs

Fig. 7 ARUR comparison between developed algorithm with FCFS, SJF, Min-Min
Fig. 7: ARUR
comparison between developed algorithm with FCFS, SJF, Min-Min

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the load balancing problem in the field of cloud computing. The
brief descriptions each components and working principle of the proposed cloud resource broker
based architecture using heuristic based approach are explain. The pros and cons of heuristic based
WJMS email foralgorithm
contribution:
submit@wjms.org.uk
reported
in literature are discussed and observed that none of the algorithm optimizes all
the parameters simultaneously. In the next section, we have formulated the problem and developed
a heuristic based algorithm, whose objective is to monitor all the virtual machines continuously and
improve the utilization ratio of cloud resource hence the execution speed of applications is
increases. Further the developed algorithm distributes the upcoming tasks in such a manner, so that
none of the virtual machines is in over-loaded or under-loaded condition. The performance analysis
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Table 6: Tasks properties
Cloudlet Id
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

7

Length
79426
26672
250802
396312
271128
75632
209100
253927
39668
20810

No of CPU
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the load balancing problem in the field of cloud computing. The brief
descriptions each components and working principle of the proposed cloud resource broker based architecture
using heuristic based approach are explain. The pros and cons of heuristic based algorithm reported in literature
are discussed and observed that none of the algorithm optimizes all the parameters simultaneously. In the
next section, we have formulated the problem and developed a heuristic based algorithm, whose objective
is to monitor all the virtual machines continuously and improve the utilization ratio of cloud resource hence
the execution speed of applications is increases. Further the developed algorithm distributes the upcoming
tasks in such a manner, so that none of the virtual machines is in over-loaded or under-loaded condition. The
performance analysis and evaluation of developed load balancing algorithm has been carried out using cloudsim
environment. Computational results proved that developed algorithm not only improve the makespan time but
also increase the utilization ratio of cloud resources under all possible condition compare to min-min algorithm,
first come first serve (FCFS) and shortest job first (SJF) in all conditions as shown in Figs. 3-7.
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